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Abstract--This paper is concerned with a linear partial difference quation which includes the 
well-known DuFort Frankel multilevel difference scheme for the heat equation. By introducing Green's 
functions for this equation, we obtain, via a novel formal approach, an explicit formula for all its 
solutions. Given exponential initial conditions, separable solutions are also found. As applications, 
we derive several stability criteria for the solutions of this equation. (~ 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Discretizations of the heat equation lead to several well-known multilevel partial difference 
schemes uch as the Richardson partial difference scheme and the DuFort Frankel scheme (see, 
e.g., [1, p. 125]). These schemes, or equations, can also be obtained by first principles. Consider, 
for example, the distribution of heat through a "long" rod. Assume that the rod is so long that 
it can be labeled by the set of integers. Let u~ ) be the temperature at the integral position m 
and integral time t of the rod. At time t, if the temperature U(mt)__l is higher than u~ ), heat will 
flow from the point ra - 1 to m. The amount of increase of temperature is u~ ) 1 - u~ ), and 
it is reasonable to postulate that the increase is proportional to the difference u(m t)_ 1 - u~ ), say, 
r(u~)_l - u~ )) where r is a positive constant. Similarly, heat will flow from the point m + 1 to m. 
Thus, it is reasonable that the total effect is 
Such a postulate can be regarded as a discrete Newton law of cooling. 
Assuming that a "delayed" control mechanism of the form du~ -1) is introduced and additional 
heat sources or sinks are provided at each integral point m, then the corresponding equation may 
look like 
u~+, ) = au(tm)l + bu~) ~-- cum+,(t) + du(tm-, ) + p~), (1) 
where t = 1, 2, . . .  and m = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . .  To avoid trivial cases, we will assume throughout that 
lal + Ibl + Icl # O. 
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For the sake of convenience, we will denote the set of integers by Z and the upper lattice plane 
by 
~2 = {(i , j )  l i  = 0 ,+1,+2, . . . ;  j = 1,2,. . .  }. 
When subsidiary initial conditions of the form 
~)  =/~,  m • z, (2) 
and 
~) = g~, m • z,  (3) 
are given, a double sequence {u~ ) } can be calculated successively in the following unique manner: 
U(02); (2) (2) U(3),  (2) (3) (2) • (3). • (4) • (2) 
U - I 'U l  ; ~-2 '~-1 '~2 ' t * l  ' ~0 '~- -3 ,  . . . .  
Such a unique sequence together with the sequences {u(m °)} and {u~ )} constitutes a solution of 
the initial value problem (1),(2) and is denoted by {u~ ) I m • Z, t = 0, 1,2, . . .  } or {u~)}. 
Even though solutions of (1) can be calculated successively, it is of interest o find an explicit 
form for all of them. There are several reasons. One particular eason is that, once the general 
solutions are found, we will be able to obtain stability criterion which are useful in numerical com- 
putations. Some of these criterion will be derived in later sections while other related examples 
can be found in [2-6]. 
To obtain these solutions, we will make use of the following concepts. First of all, let us note 
that equation (1) can be written as 
{urn} (t+*) = a{um_l} (0 + b{um} (0 + c{um+l} (0 + d{um} ('-1) + {pro} (0 , 
where {urn} stands for the sequence {... ,U-l,UO, Ul, . . .  }. For this reason, let 1 ~ be the set of 
all real sequences of the form {x,~}mez endowed with the usual addition and real multiplication. 
The sequence {. . . ,  0, 0, 0, . . .  } will be denoted by 0 as usual. Let i be an integer and let the 
sequence h['] = {~},nez  • l °° be defined by h~ = 1 if m = i and h[~ = 0 if m ~ i. Then 
{h[~]}~az is a Hamel basis of l °°. For any two sequences x = {x,n} and y = {Y,n} in l °°, let us 
define the convolution (sequence) x * y by 
oo 
(x • y)~ = ~ x~y~_,, m • z,  
i~--oo 
whenever the infinite sums converge (e.g., when x or y has only a finite number of nonzero terms). 
In particular, 
h [a] * h [~] = h [a+~], a, f~ • Z. 
If no confusion can arise, we will denote the product x * x, x .  x* x, . . .  by x 2, x3, . . . ,  respectively. 
We will also denote x by x 1. Then since 
Nm+d = h[-~], {-M, e • z, 
we can write (1) in the form 
U(t+I) _-- (ah[1] .{_ bh[0] + ch[-1]) , u(O + du(t-1) +p(t), 
where u (t) : {urn} (t) and p(0 = {p~)}. 
t---- 1 ,2, . . . ,  
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There are also several conventions which we will follow. First of all, x ° is taken to be one, even 
if x = 0. Second, an empty sum will be taken to be zero. Third, the greatest integral part of a 
number x is denoted by [x]. Finally, the binomial coefficient 
(~ - ~)!~!' 
for 0 _< c~ _< fl and a, fl E Z, and is zero otherwise. 
2. GREEN'S  FUNCTIONS 
A solution of the homogeneous equation 
"t/,(tm +1) -~- au(tmL1 Jr- bu(~ t) -I- cou(mt).l_l + du(m t- l ) ,  (m,t)  E 
will be called its (h [°], 0)-Green's function if this solution satisfies the initial conditions 
u (°) = 1, 
u~) = 0, m~Z, m~O, 
(4) 
and 
u(m 1)= 0, m E Z. 
A solution of (4) is called its (0, h [°l)-Green's function if this solution satisfies the initial conditions 
u(m °) = 0, m E Z, 
U(01) = 1, 
and 
u~) = 0, meZ, m¢O. 
These two solutions exist and are unique and will be denoted by G = {G~ )} and K = {K~)}, 
respectively. 
In some special cases the Green's functions can easily be obtained. For example, consider the 
equation (4) where d = 0. Then by induction, it is not difficult to see that the (hl°l,0)-Green's 
function is given by G(m t) = 0 for m E Z and t = 2, 3 , . . . .  In the general case, an explicit form of 
these functions eem to be difficult. We will, however, develop a formal method for deriving the 
explicit forms of the Green's functions. Since 
G (t+l) =6*G (t) +dG (t-l), t = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (5) 
where 
= ah[ll + b/i[ °] + ch[-1], 
we suspect hat G (t) is of the form A t, where A E l °°. Substituting G(0 by A t in (5), we obtain a 
"characteristic" equation 
A 2 - df • A - dh [°l = 0. 
Proceeding formally, we would "solve" for the roots of this equation and obtain formal roots of 
the form 
~i + x/6 2 + 4dh[ o] 
A+ = 2 
Note that the condition 
df 2 + 4dh I°] = 0 
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is equivalent to 
a2h [2] T 2abh Ill + (b 2 -{- 2ac + 4d) h [°] + 2bch [-11 + C2h [-2] --~ 0, 
that is, 
a=c=0 and b2+4d=O.  (6) 
(We remark that since we have assumed that la] + [b I+ ]c I ¢ 0, when [a] + Icl = 0 and b 2 + 4d --- 0, 
we must have b ¢ 0.) 
Thus, when la] + Ibl + Icl = 0 and b ~ + 4d = 0, the roots A+ and A_ are equal to bh[°]/2. The 
corresponding solution G (t), in view of the initial conditions G (°) = h [°] and G (1) = 0, is of the 
form 
G (t) = (1 - t) h [°], t = 2, 3 , . . . .  (7) 
When la[ + [b[ + [c[ ~ 0 or b 2 q- 4d ¢ 0, the roots A+ and A_ are distinct. The corresponding 
solution G (t) is of the form 
G (t) = A • At+ + B • At_. 
In view of the initial conditions G (°) = h [°] and G (1) = 0, we see further that 
G (t) = dAt+ -I - dAt - I  
A+ - A_ ' t = 2 ,3 , . . . .  
The above quotient is only formal, however, if we write A+ = u + v and A_ -- u - v, then by 
means of the binomial theorem, 
[(t-2)/21 
G (t) = d E 
k--O I t - 1 ~ut_2_2k(u2~ k 2k+l ]  ~ J ' t = 2, 3, . . . .  
Finally, note that 
5 1( ) v 2=(A+-A_)  2=~ 5 2+4dh [°1 ; 
thus we have 
[0-2)/21 
2t-2 E 5t-2-2k 52 + 4dh[0l ' t >_ 2. (8) 
k=0 
By means of direct verification, we may show that the explicit forms obtained above are indeed 
the (h [°1, 0)-Green's olution of (5). We record this fact in the following result. 
THEOREM 1. The unique solution {G(O}~o of the equation (5) subject to the initial conditions 
G (°) = h [°] and G [1] = 0 is given by (7) when condition (6) holds, and is given by (8) otherwise. 
Once Theorem 1 is checked by direct verification, we may find the explicit form of the solutions 
of (4) through binomial expansions of the terms in (7) or (8). Indeed, when (6) holds, 
t = 2,3,...; mEZ. 
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When (6) does not hold, 
G (t) _ 
2 t-2 - -  2k + 1 
k=0 i=0 
d [(t-2)/2] 
= 2t-2 Z 
k=O 
d [(t-2)/2] 
= 2t-2 Z 
k--O 
k ( t -1 ) (~)  
Z 2k + 1 22idi3t-2-2i 
i=0 
Z 2k+l  
i=o 
t-2-2i 
X Z (t--2--2i) (a]~[i]+c]~'-l])J (bh[°]) 
j=o 3 
[(t-2)/2] k t-2-2i ( t -1 )  (ki) ( t -  2 -  2i) (1)t-2-2idi+l bt_2_2i_ j 
= Z Z Z 2k+l  j 
k----0 i=0 j=0 
j 
= z x x 
k=O i=0 3---0 m=-j 
X (1)  t-2-2i a (j+m)/2 bt-2-2i-j c (j-m)/2 di+lh [m] .
By means of changing the order of summation in the following manner: 
[(t--2)/2] k t-2-2i j [(t-2)/2] 
Z~ZZ:  
k=0 i=0 j-~O rn=- j 
we obtain further that 
t-2 [(t-2-[m[)/2] [(t-2)/2] t-2-2i 
c.)-- Z Z Z Z rn=-t+2 i=0 k=i j=lml 
k t-2-2i t-2-2i 
Z Z Z E k=O i=O m=-(t-2-2i) j=[m[ 
$-2 [(t-2-lm[)/2] [(t-2)/2] t-2-2i 
Z }2 }2 F., 
m=-t+2 i=0 k=i j=JmJ 
(2tk-+11)(~)(t-2j -2 i )  
J a(j+m)/2 bt-2-2i-j c(J-m)/2 di+lh[m]" 
As a consequence, we see that when - t  + 2 <_ m <_ t - 2, 
[(t-2-[ml)/2][(t-2)/2]t-2-2' t -1  ( t -  2j- 2i) j 
x 
k=o k=~ J=l~l (9) 
×(2)  t-2-2ia(J+rn)/2bt-2-2,-Jc(J-m)/2di+l, 
and G~ ) = 0 otherwise. As a check, recall that the (h[ °], 0)-Green's function of the equation (4) 
where d = 0 has been given by G(m t) = 0 for m E Z and t >_ 2. This can also be derived from (9) 
since the only case where d ~+1 # 0 is when i = -1 ,  and such a case is not included in the 
summation process (note the range 0 < i < k in the summation signs). 
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As an example, consider the equation 
zt(t-t-1) (t) q/(t-1) = u~ L +.  m 1 t~m+l -- --m , 
where we have taken a = c = 1, b = O, and d = -1  in (4). 
function is given by 
(t, m) e ~, 
The corresponding (hlo], 0)-Green's 
[(t-2-1ml)/2l [(t-2)/2] ( t -1 )  (~) Z 2k q- 1 (t- t-2-2i2_ 2i - m)/2]~ (-1)i+l 
i~-O k=i 
when - t  + 2 _< m _< t - 2, and G(m t) = 0 otherwise. This result can be strengthened. Indeed, 
consider the equation (4) where a ~ O, c ~ O, b = O, and d = -ac, then the corresponding 
(hi °], 0)-Green's function is given by 
[(t-2-lml)/2][(t-2)/z](t-1)(~) ( t -2 -2 i  ~¢_1,,+1 ./ a(t+m)/2 C(t-m)/2 
Z Z 2k+l  × ( t -2 -2 i -m) /2 ]2  t-2-2i 
i=0 k=i 
when - t  + 2 < m _< t - 2, and G(m t) = 0 otherwise. Note also that G~ ) = 0 when t - m is odd. 
By similar formal arguments and then direct verifications, we may also arrive at the following 
result for the (0, hi°])-Green's function. 
THEOREM 2. The unique solution {K(t)}~o of the equation (5) subject o the initial conditions 
K (°) = 0 and K Ill = h 1°1 is given by 
t>0 K (t) = t h [°1, 
when condition (6) holds, and is given by 
(2k~l)'t-l-2k(~2-[-4d]~[°]) k , t>0,  
[(t- 1)/2] 
K(t) 1 
kffiO 
otherwise. 
Furthermore, as we have explained when deriving the explicit representation of the (0, h [°])- 
Green's function, we may also obtain 
K(t) = zt-1 [(t-l-lml)/2] [(t-1)/2] t-l-2i ( t ) (~) ( t _  l _ 2i) Z Z 2k +1 j ( j- Jm)/2) 
mf- t+ l  i=0 k=i J=lm[ (1)'12' 
X a (j+m)/2 b t-l-2i-j c (j-m)~2 d/h [m], t > 0, 
when (6) does not hold. Thus, under the condition that lal + Icl # o or b 2 + 4d ~ 0, 
[(t-X-lral)/2lz [(t-x)/2Iz t-l-2iZ (2k + 1) (~) t ( t -  1-j  2i)  (( j -m)/2) J  
i=0 k=i J=lml (10) 
× a(J+m)/2 bt-l-2i-j c(J-m)/2 d i, 
for Im[ < t - 1 and t = 2, 3 , . . . ,  and under the condition [al + Ibl + Icl = 0 and b 2 + 4d = 0, 
K(m t) = t him °], t>2, mEZ.  
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As an example, consider the equation 
U(mt+') = a~(mt)._ 1-{- C?2(mt)l - -  acu(m t - l )  , (m,t) e~2. 
The corresponding K~ ) is given by 
K~)=[(t-l-lml)/2ltCt-:)/2l( t ) ( ~ ) E  E 2k+i x ((t_ 
i=0  k=i  
(-1) n(t+m)/2 t -  1 -2 i  ~ 1 - 2i - m)12] ~ -  cOt-m)~2 
when - t  + 1 <_ m <_ t - 1, and K~ ) = 0 otherwise. Note also that K~ ) = 0 when t - m is even. 
There are several properties of the Green's functions which can be seen from the above deriva- 
tions. First of all, when condition (6) holds, we have 
G(m t )= ( l - t )  =( l - t )  ~ , 
m~--¢~ m------(x) 
t =0 ,1 , . . . ,  
and 
m~--O0 ?n~--OD 
When (6) fails, we have 
t =0,1 , . . . .  
d [(t-2)12](t_1)(a 
E G(mt)= 2 2 E 2k+l  
m=--oo  k----0 
+b+c)  '-:2-:~k [(a+b+c)2+4d] k (11) 
and 
oo [ ( t - I ) /2 ]  
E K~,= 1 E ( t ) (a  
2 t-1 - -  2k + 1 
m=--oo  k----0 
+b+~)  '-~-~k [(~ + b + ~? + 4d] k, (12) 
for t = 2,3,4, . . . .  We need to explain how (11) is obtained: we view the right-hand side of (8) 
as a rational function 
[(t -2)12] 
2t-2 E 2k + 1 
k=0 
+b+cx-1)t-2-2k ((ax +b+cx-1)2+4d) k,
by identifying hi i] with x i, then to obtain the sum of the coefficients of the above expressions after 
expansion is equal to the result obtained by replacing x with 1. The equality (12) is obtained by 
similar considerations. So are the following inequalities. 
First, in case lal + Ibl + Icl = 0 and b 2 + 4d = 0, 
a(~ ')  = (1 - t) , 
k=- t+2 
K~ t) = 
k=- t+ l  
t = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (13) 
t = 0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (14) 
and 
I -1 K (t- l - i )  -- -1 - i )  =E l  ~ , 
i=0  k=- t+2+i  i=0 i= l  
t = 2 ,3 , . . . .  (15) 
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The last sum in (15) can be calculated. Indeed, if [b[ = 2, then 
t-1 b[i-1 
Zi  _ t ( t -1 )  
i=1 2 
(16) 
and if Ibl ~ 2, 
t -1  b i - I  1 - ( t  - [b i t /2  ÷ Ibl/2)([bl/2) t -1  
/._~1 i 2 = (1 - Ib l /2)  u 
Next, in case lal + Ibl + lal # 0 or b 2 + 4d # 0, 
(17) 
oo  
Z _<- -  
m=--OO 
[(t-2)/2] 
2t-2 Z 2k + 1 ([a[ + Ibl + × (lal + Ibl + Icl) a + 41d[ 
k=0 
]d[ [(a + T) t-1 -- ((7 -- T) t- l]  
2T 
(18) 
for t = 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  
oo [(,-1)/2;( t ) 
Z K~) -< Z 2k+1 ([a[ 
m=--oo k=O 
+ _ (o  _ 
2r 
+ Ibl + [el) t- l -2k x [([al + Ibl + [c[) 2 + 4[dl] ~ 
(19) 
for t = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  and 
zt-2 t-2-iZ g(kt- l - i )  <-- t-2 (O" -I- T) t - l - i  2T-- (O" -- T) t - l - i  , (20) 
i----0 k----t+2+i i----0 
where 
a = la[ + Ib[ + Icl r = v f~ + [d[. (21) 
2 
3. GENERAL SOLUTIONS 
Recall that  equation (1) can be written as 
u (t+l) = di • u (t) + du (t-l) + p(t), t = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (22) 
where p(t) = {p(tm)}meZ and 5 has been defined as ali[ 1] + b/i[ °] + ch [-1] . Given initial conditions 
u (°) = f and u (1) = g, we assert that the corresponding unique solution is given by 
t-2 
u(t) = f * G(0 + g * K(t) + Z K( t - l -0  * p(~+l) (23) 
i--o 
for t = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  This assertion is formally obtained by means of the method of variation of 
parameters and we can verify directly that it is a solution of (22). Indeed, 
f *  G (°) +g.  K (°) = f *  h[ °] = f,  
and 
f *G  (1) - t -g*K (1 ) - -g*h  [0]--g. 
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Furthermore, 
t-2 / 
6" f ,G(  0 +g,K(O +EK(t - l -0 ,p ( i+ l )  
i=0 
+ d f , G(t-D + g , K(t-D + E K(t-2-O , p(i+l) + p(t) 
i=O 
= f * (~ ,e  (t) -q-de(t-l') + i f ,  ( , ,  K(t) +dK (t-l)) 
t-2 t-3 
+ (~ * E K(t- l - i )  * p(i+l) + d E K(t-2-0 * p(i+l) + p(t) 
i=0 i=0 
t-1 
= f * G(t+I) + g * g ( t+ l )  + E K( t - l - i )  * p(i+l) 
i=0 
as required. The following result is now clear. 
THEOREM 3. The unique solution of (1) subject to the conditions (2) and (3) is given by 
t-2 t--1 t--2 t-2--i 
U(tm) = E V(kt' fm-k + E Kit) gm-k + E E a'klC(t-l-i) Ym-k~(i+l) 
k=-t+2 k-----t+1 i----0 k=-t+2+i 
for m E Z and t = 0,1, . . . .  
There are several immediate consequences of the above theorem. First of all, when f,  g are 
symmetric sequences, then under the additional condition that a = c, the corresponding solution 
{u~ ) } of (4) is also symmetric in the sense that 
Indeed, in view of Theorem 3, 
t -2  t -1  
k=-t+2 k=-t+l 
t -2 t - I  
k=-t-l-2 k=- t+ l  
t - -2  t - - I  
E o(t)t  .~(t) = 11 k 9-m-k : - -  
k=-t+2 k-----t+l 
as required. By means of similar arguments, we may verify that when f, g are odd sequences 
and a = e, then the corresponding solution {u~ ) } of (4) is odd in the sense that 
u~) = -u  (°_.~, (m, t) ~ a. 
As another consequence, if the sequence f and g are periodic sequences such that fm= fm+L 
and gm= gm+L for m E Z, then the corresponding solution {u(m t)} of (4) satisfies 
t-2 t-1 
k=-t+2 k=-t+l  
t-2 t - I  
k Ym+L-k = mwL~ 
k-----t+2 k=-t+l  
for all m E Z. That is, the solution {u(m t) } is periodic in m. 
Stability results also follow. These, however, will be delayed to the last section. 
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4. SEPARABLE SOLUTIONS 
We were able to find general solutions of (1) in the last section. However, these solutions appear 
to be complicated and it is expected that simplifications can be made in special cases. Indeed, 
we have considered some of these special cases where the coefficients a, b, c and d take on special 
values. In this section, we consider special initial conditions instead and approach our concern 
by looking at separable solutions. More precisely, let us try to find solutions to equation (4) in 
the following form: 
U(tm )=at~3"`, m E Z, t=O, 1,2,. . . .  
Substituting U(m t) into (4), we obtain 
at+l~3"` = aa t /3"`- i + bat /3m + cat  /3m + l "t- da t-1/3rn . 
Proceeding formally, we divide this equation through by atfl"`, and obtain 
at+l dat-1 ~"`-1  b "q- C I~"`+1 
at  a t  = a--fi-~m + /3.,  " 
In  case 
that is, 
/3"`-1 C ~"`+1 = A, 
+b+ /3"` 
a/3"`-1 + bl3"` + c/3"`+1 = A/3"`, (24) 
holds for some constant A and some corresponding sequence {/3"`}, then the solution {at} of the 
equation 
at-t-1 = hat  "1- dat-1 (25) 
coupled with the sequence {/3m} will yield a desired solution {at/3m} of (4) which satisfies the 
initial conditions 
U(m °) = a0/3m, m E Z, 
and 
u~) = al/3"`, m e Z. 
At this point, we are not sure about he general solutions of the "infinite igenvalue problem" (24). 
However, in case/3"` =/3"` for some nontrivial number/3, then from (24), we see that 
a 
and (25) takes the form 
at+l= (~ + b + c/3) at + dat-1. (26) 
We summarize these in the following theorem, which can now be proved by direct verification. 
THEOREM 4. The solution of (4) subject to the initia/conditions 
u~) = a0/3"`, m ~ z,  (27) 
and 
u~) = ai/3", m ~ Z, (28) 
where/3 is a nonzero number, is of the form {u~ ) } = {at/3m}, where the first two terms ao, al 
of the sequence {at}~0 are the numbers in (27) and (28) respectively, and at is defined by (26) 
for t = 2,3, . . . .  
In other words, when given initial conditions of the form (27) and (28), we need to solve the 
three term recurrence relation (26) to obtain {at} and then form the solution {at/3m}. Solving 
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linear three term difference quations with constant coefficients i a routine matter and can be 
found in most textbooks. We will therefore turn to two specific examples. 
As our first example, consider the case where the coefficients in (4) satisfies a = 1, b = 2, 
c = -2 ,  and d -- 1. Furthermore, if we take/3 = cz0 = cq = 1 so that the initial conditions take 
on the form 
u(m °) = 1 = u~ ), m E Z, 
then equation (26) reduces to 
O~t+ 1 = 0~ --~ Oft_l,  t=  1,2, . . .  
and is subject o the initial conditions a0 = o/1 = 1. The corresponding solution sequence is the 
well-known sequence of Fibonacci numbers! 
As another example, consider the Richardson's partial difference scheme 
(29) 
subject o the initial conditions 
U(m °) = (--1) ra, m E Z, (30) 
and 
U(m 1) = (--1) re+l, m E Z. (31) 
Equation (26) now takes the form 
C~t+ 1 - -  -4rixt + at_l, t = I, 2, 3, . . . ,  
and is subject to the initial conditions a0 = 1, oL1 --- -1.  The corresponding solution is given by 
a ,= + 2(4r2+1) ] + 
2(4~ + 1) } 
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  Thus the unique solution of the Richardson's partial difference scheme (29) 
subject o the initial conditions (30) and (31) is given by 
"~) = (-1)~ + 2(4r2 + 1) ] + 
+( -1 )~ - 2(4r2+1) } 
for ra E Z and t = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  
5. STABIL ITY  CR ITERIA  
As illustrations of our previous results, we will, in this section, derive several stability criterion 
for three-level partial difference schemes. First, in view of Theorem 3, we see that the solution 
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of equation (1) subject to (2) and (3) satisfies 
t-2 t-1 
k=-t+2 k=-t+l  
,-2 ,-2-i 
+ E E p('+') 
i=0 k=-t+2-i 
,--2 
max Ig~l < max [fJ[ E G(k') "q-rn-t+l<j<m+t-1 m-t+2<j<m+t-2 
k=-t+2 
t-2 t-2-i 
+ max P~S+l) E E K( ' - l - i )  I 
O<s<t-2 
-t+2--s<j<t-2-s i=0 k=-t+2-i 
t-1 
k=-t+l  
for m • Z and t = O, 1, 2 , . . . .  In case [a[ + [b[ + [c[ = 0 and b 2 + 4d = O, in view of (13)-(15), we 
see that 
u~) _<(t-l) ~' + ~_,+2~,,,+,_21f~1 t ~ '-',,,-,+~,,,+,-11g~l 
$-1 t-1 (32) 
+ max p~S+l) E i b , 
o<_s<_t-2 
-,+2--s<j<t-2-s i=1 
for t = 2, 3 , . . . .  We remark that  the last sum can be evaluated in closed form; see (16) and (17). 
In case laD + [c[ ~t 0 or b 2 + 4d ~t O, in view of (18)-(20), we see that 
u~) < i~l [(o + 7-),-1 _ (~ _ 7-),-1] 
- -  27"  
+ 
(~ + 7-)' _ (~ - 7-), 
max Igji 27- m-t+ l~_j~_m+$- I 
-t+2-s~_j~t-2-s k=l 2T ' 
(33) 
for t = 2 ,3 , . . . ,  where a and r have been defined by (21). In particular, when d = 0 and 
(p(m t)} -= 0, we have a = r and 
u(m t) _< (lal + Ibi + Ic]) t-1 max Igji 
rn--tTl(j(_rnTt--1 
which coincide with [2, Theorem 4.1]. 
As an example, consider the DuFort Frankel scheme 
'+1)  - + +l -  2~u(t-1) 
23,+1 \ - /  2 -y+l  m , 
" r>0,  (m, t )• f~.  
Note that  lal + ]b] + Ic[ ~= 0 and a = 2"y/(2"y + 1). b-hrthermore, 
V/  4~2 I1 - 2~l T = (27 + 1) 2 + 2")' +-------i-' 
which is equal to 
7-  ~ m 
2"y + I '  
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when 0 < ,7 < 1/2, and 
when ,7 > 1/2. Thus 
when 0 < ,7 _< 1/2, and 
T ~--- 
,~/8,7 2 - I 
2,7+1 ' 
2,7 - I 
a+v=l ,  a- r -  2,7-t-1' 
2,7' + X/8,7 a - 1 2,7 - V I~ 2 - 1 
a+r= 2,7+1 ' a-r= 2,741 ' 
when ,7> 1/2. In view of (33), we see that when the initial sequence {fro} and {gin} are bounded 
by F and G, respectively, we have 
lu~)l<e-2,7{1-(2,7-1"~t-:}F+}-+-?--,7-{ 1 - ( 2 , 7 - 1 " ~ t ~ G ' -  2 \2 ,7+ ]  \2 -~]  j 
for t >_ 2 and 0 < ,7 _< 1/2, and 
(2,7-I)+" (2,7 + s~vqP-=5-1~ 
+2 s~v~=5_l 2,7+1 / 1- ~¥~/  , 
for t _> 2 and ,7 > 1/2. Clearly, when 0 < 3, _< 1/2, lu~)l <_ max{F,a} for m e Z and 
t = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . .  This implies that the DuFort Prankel scheme is stable when 0 < ,7 <__ 1/2. The 
same assertion, however, cannot be made for ,7 > 1/2 yet, since the corresponding a + r > 1. 
Fortunately, we can approach this problem via another oute. First, let us recall that a = 
2,7/(2,7 + 1). Note that ,7 > 1/2 if, and only if, 1/2 < a < 1. In view of (11) and (12), note also 
that 
( -  . 
m G~) = ~-'~ k=0 2k + 1 
[(t-2)/2] ( t--  1 ~at_2_2k(1_ (7)2 k 
=(1-2~) ~ \2k+,/ 
k=O 
2a-1  ~-~I t - - l l a t _ : _k ( l _a )k  <2a- - I  
-< i - -5  k=o k - 1---:-~' 
and 
< 
!k==o k a (I-  -< I : "  
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Now we assert that  for 1/2 < a < 1, the symmetr ic  Green's function G (0 = G~ ) < 0. Indeed, 
-m 
our assertion is true when t -  m is odd since the corresponding G~ ) is 0. To see that  our assertion 
also holds for the case where t - m is even, first observe that  
G(Ot-2 = fiGlt-Z31)- + f iGl t~ + (1 - 2a)G~t_~ 2) = uGlt~ 
= fi2G(t-2)t-4 ="  " = fit-2G(02) = fit-2(1 - 2fi) < 0, 
(34) 
where the second equality holds since G(m t) = 0 for - t  + 2 <_ m _< t - 2. We assert that  
G~ ) < fiG~-11 ) when 0 < m < t - 2. Indeed, the cases where t = 2 and t = 3 are easily verified. 
Assume by induction that  our assertion holds for t = 2, 3 , . . . ,  j .  Then 
G(m j+ l )  - -  fiG(J)m-1 x -J- v , , - ,m+ 1" (2( j )  + (1 -- 2o ' )G(m j - l )  
_< fiG~)_l + fi:G~ -1) + (1 -  2fi)G~-') 
< fiG(ira)_ , +" fiL, j_ 2,'(j) + (1 - 2f i )G~ -1) 
- f iG (j) + (1 - f i )2G~- l )  < G (j) - -  m--1 -- m-1  
as required. Similarly, we may show that  for 1/2 < fi < 1, the symmetr ic  Green's function 
K~ ) = K (t) > O. Thus 
OO OO 
k- - -oo  k-----oo 
< F2f i  - 1 1 2a 
1-a  +G1 < - -  max{F ,G},  
- - f i  - 1- f i  
for t = 2, 3,... and m E Z. This shows that the DuFort Frankel scheme is stable (for an alternate 
approach by means of the theory of a complex variable, see [1, pp. 128-130]). 
As an interesting remark, note that (34) suggests that the (h [°], 0)-Green's function {G~ ) } for 
the equation 
~+')=f iu~) ,+f iu~)+,+(1-2 f i )~) ,  f ieR ,  (m,t) en  
satisfies 
G(0t-2 = fit-2G(2) = fit-2( 1 - 2fi). 
Thus, limt-.oo [G~ 2 ] = oo, which shows that  the corresponding partial difference quation is not 
stable. 
Finally, to i l lustrate the use of Theorem 4, let us consider the Richardson partial difference 
scheme again: 
u~ +1) = ~u~) - 2~.~) + ~-Z)+I + u~ -1), ~ > o, (re, t) e a. 
Under the initial conditions 
and 
where ]a0[ + [all 
corresponding solution is of the form 
u(°m ) = c~o/3 m, m E Z, 
u~ ) ---- al/3 'n, m E Z, 
0 and /3 is some nonzero number, from Theorem 4, we know that  the 
u~ a m 
t/3 , 
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where at  is defined by 
O/t+1 ---- )tOrt -~- Ott-1~ 
7 
= - 
P 
for t >- 2. An explicit form of {at } can be obtained by first solving the characteristic equation 
~}2 _ At / -  1 = 0 
to yield 
+1 
and then solving for the constants in c~t = Ez/~_ + Frf_ from the initial conditions. After these 
calculations, we obtain 
U(mt) ~-'~m~--O~0~-'~-Jc'O/l~'~u O/0T]'{---O~lI]t } l .  T]+ -- /_ ~1+ - 7-- - ' mEZ,  t=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  
Note that  when f~ > 0, 
A = ~/ (~ +/~) -27  >_29 ' -27=0,  
where equality holds only if/3 = 1. Thus 7/+ > 1 and equality holds only if/3 = 1. Similarly, 
when/3 < 0, we have 7/_ _< I and equality holds only if/~ = -1 .  In particular, the solution {u~ (t)} 
will diverge to infinity as t --+ oo or m --+ oc if/3 > 1. This shows that the Richardson scheme 
is unstable as has already be shown in [1, pp. 125-127]. In general, we have the following result 
the proof of which is clear from the above development: suppose ]3 ~t 0 and the equation 
has a root 7/of magnitude strictly greater 
conditions (27) and (28) will satisfy 
for each m E Z. 
than 1, then the solution {U(m t)} of (4) subject o the 
lim u~ ) --co, 
t ---*oo 
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